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AN ACT relating to the Nebraska Pickle Card Lottery Act; to amend sections
9-312, 9-315, 9-338, and 9-346, Reissue Revised Statutes of
Nebraska; to redefine terms; to change provisions relating to pickle
card requirements; to harmonize provisions; and to repeal the

 original sections.
Be it enacted by the people of the State of Nebraska,

Section 1. Section 9-312, Reissue Revised Statutes of Nebraska, is
amended to read:

9-312. Lottery by the sale of pickle cards shall mean any gambling
scheme in which participants pay or agree to pay something of value for a
pickle card. Any lottery by the sale of pickle cards shall be conducted
pursuant to and in accordance with the Nebraska Pickle Card Lottery Act.

Lottery by the sale of pickle cards shall not mean or include any
activity authorized or regulated under the Nebraska Bingo Act, except as _________
provided in section 9-346, the Nebraska County and City Lottery Act, the __________________________
Nebraska Lottery and Raffle Act, the Nebraska Small Lottery and Raffle Act,
the State Lottery Act, section 9-701, or Chapter 2, article 12, nor shall
lottery by the sale of pickle cards mean or include any activity prohibited
under Chapter 28, article 11.

Sec. 2. Section 9-315, Reissue Revised Statutes of Nebraska, is
amended to read:

9-315. Pickle card shall mean any disposable card, board, or ticket
which accords a person an opportunity to win a cash prize by opening, pulling,
detaching, or otherwise removing one or more tabs from the card, board, or
ticket to reveal a set of numbers, letters, symbols, or configurations, or any
combination thereof, and shall include, but not be limited to, any card known
as a pickle ticket, pickle, break-open, pull-tab, pull-tab board, punchboard,
seal card, pull card, or any other similar card, board, or ticket which is
included under this section, whether referred to by any other name.

Pickle card shall not mean or include any:
(1) Card used in connection with bingo conducted pursuant to the

Nebraska Bingo Act, except as provided in section 9-346; _____________________________________
(2) Racing ticket or wager in connection with any horserace

conducted pursuant to Chapter 2, article 12;
(3) Scrape-off or rub-off ticket;
(4) Card, ticket, or other device used in connection with any kind

of gambling, lottery, raffle, or gift enterprise authorized or regulated under
the Nebraska County and City Lottery Act, the Nebraska Lottery and Raffle Act,
the Nebraska Small Lottery and Raffle Act, the State Lottery Act, or section

 9-701; or
(5) Card, ticket, or other device prohibited under Chapter 28,

 article 11.
Sec. 3. Section 9-338, Reissue Revised Statutes of Nebraska, is

amended to read:
9-338. (1) No manufacturer or representative thereof, with

knowledge or in circumstances under which he or she reasonably should have
known, shall manufacture, possess, display, sell, or otherwise furnish to any
person any pickle card or pickle card unit:

(a) In which the winning tab or tabs have not been completely and
randomly distributed and mixed among all other tabs in a series;

(b) In which the location or approximate location of any of the
winning tab or tabs can be determined in advance of opening the tab or tabs in
any manner or by any device, including, but not limited to, any pattern in the
manufacture, assembly, or packaging of the tabs or pickle cards by the
manufacturer, by any markings on the tabs or container, or by the use of a

 light;
(c) Which offers both a chance for an instant prize and a possible

chance to participate in a subsequent lottery activity, except that pickle
card units (i) may utilize a seal card to award prizes or (ii) may utilize ___ ______________________
numbers drawn or selected in the conduct of bingo pursuant to the Nebraska ______________________________________________________________________________
Bingo Act to award prizes; or _________________________

(d) Which does not conform in all other respects to the requirements
of the Nebraska Pickle Card Lottery Act and any other specifications imposed
by the department by rule and regulation as to the manufacture, assembly, or
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packaging of pickle cards.
Any such cards or units shall be contraband goods for purposes of

 section 9-350.
(2) No manufacturer or representative thereof shall use as a sales

promotion any statement, demonstration, or implication that any certain
portion of a series of pickle cards contains more winners than other portions
of the series or that any series of pickle cards or pickle card units may be
sold by the organization or its designated sales agent or pickle card operator
in a particular manner that would give the seller any advantage in selling
more of the pickle cards before having to pay out winners.

Sec. 4. Section 9-346, Reissue Revised Statutes of Nebraska, is
amended to read:

9-346. (1) The winning cards, boards, or tickets in any lottery by
the sale of pickle cards shall be determined by a comparison of those numbers,
letters, symbols, or configurations, or combination thereof, which are
revealed on the pickle cards, to a set of numbers, letters, symbols, or
configurations, or combination thereof, which has been previously specified as
a winning combination. Whenever the winning combinations do not comprise a
statement of the cash prize won, the winning combinations shall be printed on
every pickle card that is wider than one inch or longer than two and one-half
inches. Pickle cards that are smaller than such dimensions shall have the
winning combinations printed on a flare card that is publicly displayed at the
point of sale of the pickle cards.

(2) The winning chances of any pickle card shall not be determined
or otherwise known until after its purchase and only upon opening, pulling,
detaching, breaking open, or otherwise removing the tab or tabs to clearly
reveal or otherwise appropriately revealing the combination. The winning
chances shall be determined by and based upon an element of chance.

(3) Any person possessing a winning pickle card shall receive the
appropriate cash prize previously determined and specified for that winning

 combination.
(4) All pickle cards shall legibly bear on the outside of each

pickle card the name of the licensed organization conducting the lottery by
the sale of pickle cards and such organization's state identification number.

(5) Nothing in this section shall prohibit (a) punchboards which
allow the person who purchases the last punch on the punchboard to receive a
cash prize predetermined by the manufacturer as a result of purchasing the
last punch, (b) pickle card units which utilize a seal card which allows a
seal card winner to receive a cash prize predetermined by the manufacturer, or ——
(c) pickle card units which utilize a seal card as described in this section
which allow the person who purchases the last pickle card of such a unit to
receive a cash prize predetermined by the manufacturer as a result of
purchasing the last pickle card, or (d) pickle card units which are designed _______________________________________________
by a manufacturer to utilize bingo numbers drawn during the conduct of bingo ______________________________________________________________________________
to determine a winning combination. Such pickle card units shall be sold by a ______________________________________________________________________________
licensed distributor only to an organization licensed to conduct a lottery by ______________________________________________________________________________
the sale of pickle cards which is also licensed to conduct bingo and shall be ______________________________________________________________________________
played only at the bingo premises of the licensed organization during a bingo ______________________________________________________________________________
occasion conducted pursuant to the Nebraska Bingo Act. _____________________________________________________

Sec. 5. Original sections 9-312, 9-315, 9-338, and 9-346, Reissue
Revised Statutes of Nebraska, are repealed.
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